
UTILITY TOKENS TERMS 

 

1. Purpose and Use of utility tokens at PR.network Services offered by PR.network LLC. 

Description of the Company: 

PR.network LLC is a company developing decentralized media, economy and governance solutions 

using Stellar - an open network for money. The company is based at 3333 Preston Road STE 300 #1110, 

Frisco, TX 75034, USA 

Description of Utility Tokens: 

VALUE “XPR”, PR Points “PRPOINTS”, Anonymous Vote “GHOSTVOTE”, Blank Card “BLANKCARD”, 

Blank Vote “BLANKVOTE”, and Card Tokens “COMMUNITY TOKENS”  are the Utility Tokens.  

Ownership of the utility tokens carries no rights, express or implied, other than the access to the 

Services and/or use cases they provide. In particular, you understand and accept that utility tokens do 

not represent or confer any ownership right, subject to limitations and conditions in these Terms and 

applicable Terms and Policies. All utility tokens are NOT intended to be a security, commodity or any 

other kind of financial instrument. 

VALUE 

Ticker: XPR (the “VALUE” or “XPR“) is the main utility token of PR.network intended to function as a 

mean of access the PR.network services and technology (the “Services”). It is a utility token with the 

three use cases:  

a) Validation of transactions 

b) Proof-Of-Burn for community tokens 

c) Mean of Incentivization 

VALUE Supply 

The company created 100 million of VALUE XPR. 50 million of VALUE is released to voters of 

PR.network platform as Proof-Of-Work. Remaining 50 million is distributed to founders, contractors 

and employees to support the development of the community, the platform as well as to provide 

security to the entire ecosystem. XPR has a yearly inflation rate governed by the community members 

possessing 12,000 XPR or more. Initial 2% yearly inflation is subject to change by the community. 

VALUE Pricing: Nominal price $0.12 

 

PR Points 

Ticker: PRPOINTS (the “POINTS” or “PR”) is intended to function as a mean to provide its holder with 

the extended number of regular votes at PR.network services. 

PR Points Supply: The company creates and destroys PRPOINTS considering demand signals. PRPOINTS 

are burned immediately after being used as regular votes. 

PR Points Pricing: 1 XPR or current market price, whichever is greater.  



Ghost Vote 

Ticker: GHOSTVOTE (the “GHOST” or “Anonymous vote”) is intended to function as a mean to provide 

its holder with the extended number of anonymous votes at PR.network services. 

Supply: The company creates and destroys GHOSTVOTES considering demand signals. GHOSTVOTE is 

burned immediately after being used as an anonymous vote. 

Pricing: 1 XPR or current market price, whichever is greater.  

 

Blank Card 

Ticker: BLANKCARD is intended to function as a mean to provide its holder with the extended number 

of Blank Cards at PR.network services.  

Supply: The company creates and destroys BLANKCARD considering demand signals. BLANKCARD is 

burned immediately after being used as a blank card. 

Pricing: 1 XPR or current market price, whichever is greater.  

 

Blank Vote 

Ticker: BLANKVOTE is intended to function as a mean to provide its holder with the extended number 

of Blank Votes at PR.network services.  

Supply: The company creates and destroys BLANKVOTE considering demand signals. BLANKVOTE is 

burned immediately after being used as a blank vote. 

Pricing: 1 XPR or current market price, whichever is greater.  

 

Community tokens 

Community Tokens (the “NFTs” or “CARD’S TOKENS”) are intended to function as a Proof-Of-Stake for 

cards they represent. 

Supply: The company does not create or manage COMMUNITY TOKENS. The creation is initiated and 

managed by the PR.network community. Each community token has a capped supply of 100 tokens. 

Pricing: Nominal price 1 XPR  



2. Refunds a cancellation. 

PR.network LLC does not sell XPR and COMMUNITY TOKENS. These utility tokens are only offered on 

the decentralized market place by the individuals and/or organizations possessing them, that are not 

associated with PR.network LLC. 

PR.network LLC only sells: PRPOINTS, GHOSTVOTE, BLANKCARD and BLANKVOTE utility tokens 

Every purchase of utility tokens is final, and there is no refund or cancellation possible. PR.network LLC 

have right and authority to refuse or cancel utility token sale at any time. 

3. Acknowledgement to risk or loss. 

You acknowledge and agree that there are risks associated with purchasing, holding utility tokens 

4. Security 

You take full responsibility for keeping access to your wallet protected. If your private Keys become 

compromised you may lose access to your wallet and all the tokens.  

5. Personal Information 

It is necessary to obtain certain information about you in order to comply with applicable law and 

regulations in relation to utility tokens sale. You agree to provide us with such information upon 

request. 

6. Taxes 

The purchase price of utility tokens is exclusive of all taxes. You are responsible for defining, reporting 

taxes properly. We’re not responsible for withholding, collecting, reporting or remitting anything.  

7. Representations and Warranties 

By purchasing utility tokens, you acknowledge the following:  

• You have read and understood these terms.  

• You have sufficient knowledge about blockchain  

• You understand that utility tokens purchased are only for the purpose of accessing Services.  

• Your purchase utility tokens comply with the law jurisdiction  


